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1 Introduction
Developping an efficient and versatile framework for finite elements domain decomposition methods can be a hard task because of the mathematical genericity of
finite element spaces, the complexity of handling arbitrary meshes and so on. The
purpose of this note is to present one way to implement such a framework in the
context of overlapping decompositions. In section 2, the basics for one-level overlapping methods is introduced, in section 3, a second level is added to the original
framework to ensure scalability using a portable C++ library, and section 4 gathers
some numerical results. FreeFem++ will be used for the computations of finite
element matrices, right hand side and mesh generation, but the work here is also
applicable to other Domain-Specific (Embedded) Language such as deal.II [3],
Feel++ [12], GetFem++...

2 One-level methods
Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2 or 3) be a domain whose associated mesh can be partitioned into
N non-overlapping meshes {Ti }16i6N using graph partitioners such as METIS [10]
or SCOTCH [5]. Let V be the finite element space spanned by the finite set of n
basis functions {φi }16i6n defined on Ω , and {Vi }16i6N be the local finite element
spaces defined on the domains associated to each {Ti }16i6N . Typical finite element
discretizations of a symmetric, coercive bilinear form a : V × V → R yield the following system to solve :
Ax = b,
(1)
where (Ai j )16i, j6n = a(φ j , φi ), and (bi )16i6n = ( f , φi ), f being in the dual space V ∗ .

Let an integer δ be the level of overlap: Ti δ 16i6N is an overlapping decomposi
tion and if we consider the restrictions {Ri }16i6N from V to Viδ 16i6N , the local
 δ
finite element spaces on Ti 16i6N , and a local partition of unity {Di }16i6N such
that
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N

∑ RTj D j R j = I .

(2)

j=1

Then a common one-level preconditioner for system (1) introducted in [4] is
N

−1
PRAS
= ∑ RTi Di (Ri ARTi )−1 Ri .

(3)

i=1

The global matrix A is never assembled, instead, we build locally Aiδ +1 the stiffness
matrix yielded by the discretization of a on Viδ +1 , and we remove the columns and
rows associated to degrees of freedom lying on elements of Ti δ +1 \ Ti δ , this yields
Ai = Ri ARTi . The distributed sparse matrix-vector product Ax for x ∈ Rn can be
computed using point-to-point communications and the partition of unity without
having to store the global distributed matrix A. Indeed, using (2), if one looks at the
local components of Ax, that is Rn
i Ax, then one can write,
o introducing Oi the set of
δ
δ
neighboring subdomains to i, i.e. j : Ti ∩ T j 6= 0/ :
N

Ri Ax =

∑ Ri ARTj D j R j x

(4)

j=1

= A i Di R i x +

∑ Ri RTj A j D j R j x .

(5)

j∈Oi

since it can be checked that
∀x ∈ Rn , Ri ARTj D j R j x = Ri RTj R j ARTj D j R j x

(6)

The sparse matrix-sparse matrix products Ri RTj are nothing else than point-to-point
communications from neighbors j to i.
In FreeFem++, stiffness matrices such as Aiδ +1 and right-hand sides are assembled
as follows (a simple 2D Laplacian is considered here):

mesh Th;
// Th is a local 2D mesh for example Ti δ +1
fespace Vh(Th, Pk);
// Vh is a local finite element space
varf a(u, v) = int2d(dx(u) * dx(v) + dy(u) * dy(v))
+ int2d(f * v) + BC;
matrix A = a(Vh, Vh); // A is a sparse matrix stored in the CSR format
Vh rhs;
// rhs is a function lying in the FE space Vh
rhs[] = a(0, Vh);
// Its values are set to solve Ax = rhs
The mesh Th can either be created on the fly by FreeFem++, or it can be loaded
from a file generated offline by Gmsh [6], for example when dealing with complex geometries. By default, FreeFem++ handles continuous piecewise linear,
quadratic, cubic, quartic finite elements, and other traditionnal FE like RaviartThomas 1, Morley, ... The boundary conditions depend on the label set on the
mesh. For example, if one wants to impose penalized homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the label 1 of the boundary of Th, then one just has to add
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+ on(1, u = 0) in the definition of the varf. For a more detailed introduction to FreeFem++ with abundant examples, interested readers should visit
http://www.freefem.org/ff++ or see [9].
The partition of unity Di is built using a continuous piecewise linear approximation
of
χei
,
(7)
χi =
χei + ∑ χe j T δ ∩T δ
j∈Oi

i

j

ei is defined as
where χ
(
1
on all vertices of Ti
m
χei =
1 − on all vertices of Ti m \ Ti m−1 ∀m ∈ [1; δ ] .
δ

(8)

3 Two-level methods
It is well known that one-level domain decomposition methods as depicted in section 2 do suffer from poor conditioning when used with many subdomains, [16]. In
this section, we present a new C++ library, independent of the finite element backend used, that assembles efficiently a coarse operator that will be used in section
4 to ensure scalability of our framework. The theoretical foundations for the construction of the coarse operator are presented in [14]. From a practical point of view,
after building each local solver Ai , three dependent operators are needed :
1. the deflation matrix Z,
2. the coarse operator E = Z T AZ,
−1
−1
3. the actual precontioner PA-DEF1
= PRAS
(I − AZE −1 Z T ) + ZE −1 Z T , thorougly
studied in [15].
In [14], the deflation matrix is defined as :

where



N
Z = RT1 W1 RT2 W2 · · · RTN WN ∈ Rn × R∑i=1 νi




Wi = DiΛi1 DiΛi2 · · · DiΛiνi ∈ Rni × Rνi

16i6N

(9)

(10)

νi is a threshold criterion used to select the eigenvectors Λi associated to the smallest
eigenvalues in magnitude of the following local generalized eigenvalue problem:
Aδi Λi = λi Di RTi,0 Ri,0 Aδi DiΛi
δ
where Aδi is the matrix yielded by the discretization
of a on

 Vi , and Ri,0 is the restric-

tion operator from Ti δ to the overlap Ti δ ∩ ∪ j∈Oi T jδ . In FreeFem++, sparse
eigenvalue problems are solved either with SLEPc [8] or ARPACK [11]. The latter
seems to yield better performance in our simulations. Given, for each MPI process,
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the local matrix Ai , the local partition of unity Di , the set of eigenvalues Λi j 16 j6ν
i
and the set of neighboring subdomains Oi , our library assembles E without having
to assemble A and to store Z, and computes its LU or LDLT factorization using either
MUMPS [1, 2], PARDISO [13] or PaStiX [7]. Moreover, all linear algebra related
computations (e.g. sparse matrix-vector products) within our library are performed
using Intel MKL, or can use user-supplied functions, for example those from within
the finite element Domain-Specific (Embedded) Language. Assembling E is done
in two steps: local computations and then renumbering.
• first, compute local vector-sparse matrix-vector triple products which will be
used to assemble the diagonal blocks of E. For a given row in E, off-diagonal values are computed using local sparse matrix-vector products coupled with pointto-point communications with the neighboring subdomains: the sparsity pattern
of the coarse operator is similar to the dual graph of the mesh partitioning (hence
it is denser in 3D than in 2D),
• then, renumber the local entries computed previously in the distributed matrix E.
Only few processes are in charge of renumbering entries into E. Those processes
will be refered to in the rest of this note as master processes. Any non master process has to send the rows it has previously computed to a specific master process.
The master processes are then able to place the entries received at the right row and
column indices. To allow an easy incremental matrix construction, E is assembled
using the COO format. If need be, it is converted afterwards to the CSR format.
Note here that MUMPS only supports the COO format while PARDISO and PaStiX
work with the CSR format.
After renumbering, the master processes are also the one in charge of computing the
factorization of the coarse operator. The number of master processes is a runtime
constant, and our library is in charge of creating the corresponding MPI communicators. Even with “large” coarse operators of sizes of around 100 000 × 100 000,
less than few tens of master processes usually perform the job quite well: computing all entries, renumbering and performing numerical factorization take around 15
seconds when dealing with thousands of slave processes.
N
A routine is then callable to solve the equation Ex = y for an arbitrary y ∈ R∑i=1 νi ,
which in our case is used at each iteration of our Krylov method preconditioned
−1
by PA-DEF1
. Once again, the deflation matrix Z is not stored as the products
N ν
T
∑
Z x ∈ R i=1 i and Zy ∈ Rn can be computed explicitely with a global matrix-free
method (we only use the local Wi plus point-to-point communications with neighboring subdomains).

4 Numerical results
Results in this section were obtained on Curie, a Tier-0 system for PRACE composed of 5040 nodes made of 2 eight-core Intel Sandy Bridge processors clocked
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at 2.7 GHz. The interconnect is an InfiniBand QDR full fat tree network. We want
here to assess the capability of our framework to scale:
1. strongly: for a given global mesh, the number of subdomains increases while
local mesh sizes are kept constant (i.e. local problems get smaller and smaller),
2. weakly: for a given global mesh, the number of subdomains increases while local
mesh sizes are refined (i.e. local problems have a constant size).
We don’t time the generation of the mesh and partition of unity. Assembly and factorization of the local stiffness matrices, resolution of the generalized eigenvalue
problems, construction of the coarse operator and time elapsed for the convergence
of the Krylov method are the important procedures here. The Krylov method used
is the GMRES, it is stopped when the relative residual error is inferior to ε = 10−6
in 2D, and 10−8 in 3D. All the following results where obtained using a LDLT factorization of the local solvers Aδi and the coarse operator E using MUMPS (with a
MPI communicator set to respectively MPI COMM SELF or the communicator created by our library binding master processes).
First, the system of linear elasticity with highly heterogeneous elastic moduli
is solved with a minimal geometric overlap of one mesh element. Its variational
formulation reads:
Z

Ω

λ ∇ · u∇ · v + 2µε (u)T ε (v) +

Z

Ω

f ·v+

Z

∂Ω

g·v

(11)

where
E
Eν
and λ =
2(1 + ν )
(1 + ν )(1 − 2ν )
(E being Young’s modulus and ν Poisson’s ratio). They are chosen to vary between two sets of values, (E1 , ν1 ) = (2 · 1011, 0.25), and (E2 , ν2 ) = (108 , 0.4).
• ε is the linearized strain tensor and f the volumetric forces (here, we just consider
gravity).

• λ and µ are the Lamé parameters such that µ =

Because of the overlap and the duplication of unkowns, increasing the number of
subdomains means that the number of unknowns increases also slightly, even though
the number of mesh elements (triangles or tetrahedra in the case of FreeFem++) is
the same. In 2D, we use piecewise cubic basis functions on an unstructured global
mesh made of 110 million elements, and in 3D, piecewise quadratic basis functions
on an unstructured global mesh made of 20 million elements. This yields a symmetric system of roughly 1 billion unkowns in 2D and 80 million unknowns in 3D. The
geometry is a simple [0; 1]d × [0; 10] beam (d = 1 or 2) partitioned with METIS.
Solving the 2D problem initially on 1 024 processes takes 227 seconds, on 8192
processes, it takes 31 seconds (quasioptimal speedup). With that many subdomains,
the coarse operator E is of size 121 935 × 121 935. It is assembled and factorized
in 7 seconds by 12 master processes. For the 3D problem, it takes initially 373 seconds. At peak performance, near 6 144 processes, it takes 35 seconds (superoptimal
speedup). This time, the coarse operator is of size 92 160 × 92 160 and is assembled
and factorized by 16 master processes in 11 seconds.
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Fig. 1 Linear elasticity test cases. 2D on the left, 3D on the right. Strong scaling

Moving on to the weak scaling propreties of our framework, the problem we
now solve is a scalar equation of diffusivity with highly heterogeneous coefficients
(varying from 1 to 105 ) on [0; 1]d (d = 2 or 3). Its variational formulation reads:
Z

Ω

κ ∇u · ∇v +

Z

Ω

f ·v

(12)
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The targeted number of unkowns per subdomains is kept constant at approximately
800 thousands in 2D, and 120 thousands in 3D (once again with P3 and P2 finite
elements respectively).
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Fig. 2 Diffusion equation test cases. 2D on the left, 3D on the right. Weak scaling

In 2D, the initial extended system (with the duplication of unkowns) is made of
800 million unkowns and is solved in 141 seconds. Scaling up to 12 288 processes
yields a system of 10 billion unkowns solved in 172 seconds, hence an efficiency of
141
172 ≈ 82%. In 3D, the initial system is made of 130 million unkowns and is solved
in 127 seconds. Scaling up to 8192 processes yields a system of 1 billion unkowns
127
≈ 83%.
solved in 152 seconds, hence an efficiency of 152
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5 Conclusion
This note clearly shows that our framework scales on very large architectures for
solving linear positive definite systems using overlapping decompositions with
many subdomains. It is currently being extended to support nonlinear problems
(namely in the field of nonlinear elasticity) and we should be able to provide similar functionalities for non-overlapping decompositions. It should be noted that the
heavy use of threaded (sparse) BLAS and LAPACK routines (via Intel MKL, PARDISO, and the Reverse Communication Interface of ARPACK) has already helped
us to get a quick glance at how the framework performs using hybrid parallelism.
We are confident that using this novel paradigm, we can still improve our scaling
results in the near future by switching the value of OMP NUM THREADS to a value
greater than 1.
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